ANGELINA JOLIE’S EMOTION AND FEELING
Described here is your emotional state. How you instinctively respond to life - your
habits. Also this section shows what you need to feel secure and safe. In psychological
terms it describes your ego.
Moon in Virgo
You Angelina are fastidious and exacting, others may find you rather cold. Angelina you
feel secure when your surroundings are tidy. Emotionally, you are meticulous and find
security through being orderly and perfect. At this you are bound to fail, you need to
accept that you are perfect as you are. Life has conditioned you to serve and to help in
a practical way. Therefore, emotionally you are suited to being an assistant rather than
being a star. It is through exercising your critique skills and eye for detail that you will
find a safe place for yourself. You become super critical when you feel insecure. Taking
care of the small jobs that help make up the larger picture makes you feel you belong.
Because of this you can become lost in unnecessary emotional detail - paralysis by
analysis. Therefore, you need to learn discrimination. You feel secure when you help
and serve people, through personally intervening in other peoples' lives. Generally you
are a helpful person willing to do chores, etc. You are best where method and routine
are required, making you an excellent researcher, analyst or technician.
Because you are emotionally addicted to habit and routine, you are predictable,
becoming upset if they are disrupted. You need people and your family to do things on
time and have a routine. If they do not, you will force one on them or get sick. This is
seen in your diet and daily routine. Health and diet are important to you. Also you may
be skilled with craft and small animals. Your emotional security is increased by doing an
apprenticeship or a period of training of some kind. Work makes you feel safe. Because
you are such a natural perfectionist, it is important for you to be aware that others do
not have your standards of perfection and hygiene.
Moon in 7th
The emotions and feelings just described are best seen in the way you Angelina relate to
others and eventually to your marriage partner. You Angelina show a natural talent in
public relations, counseling and match making. Emotionally you need to be liked and
loved and you hate to be disliked. Therefore, Angelina you respond in a charming way
so mostly you are seen as likeable and agreeable, needing things in your relationships
with others to be as smooth and harmonious as possible. You have natural social skills,
most people like you and find you easy. This tendency to please often leads you to
compromise your feelings, your values and ideals when relating to others. You need
learn to be assertive. Because of the nice and compromising way you respond to life you
have hidden anger. Therefore it would be helpful for you to learn to express your
emotional needs when dealing with others, because you often ignore your own feelings
and emotional needs.
A long-term relationship is important for your emotional well being, instinctively you
seek these, which may mean that you can't bear to be alone. Most things will be done
with a companion. Consequently you may have married young for emotional security
and may marry a parental figure. You are most at home when interacting with others
and partners. Wanting your relationships to be as pleasant and harmonious as possible,
you find it difficult to tolerate ugliness and untidiness in others preferring beautiful
people as companions. Things of beauty are important to you it is necessary that you
wear beautiful clothes and look good.

EMOTIONAL TALENTS AND OBSTACLES
What helps or hinders your security and your expression of feeling is shown here. This
increases the complexity of your emotional nature, explains the contradictions which
occur in your character and your relationships. This section alters and adds to what has
already been said.
OBSTACLE: Conversation and learning are inhibited because of difficulties with
expressing feeling. You feel when you should be thinking or think when you should be
feeling. Therefore, you do not get your message across so you worry and become
emotionally frustrated. You feel people do not listen to you or are too critical of ideas so
you hide what you think and feel. Your partner must take the time to listen to you.
You need to learn how to express your feelings appropriately and how to think when you
are being swamped by emotions. At work you may be shy or sensitive about speaking
out so remains quite and do not get the help you need. Learn to speak up.
OBSTACLE: Because you feel unloved or unappreciated and want to be liked, you try
too hard to please. Allowing other people to influence your decisions. This causes
tension, and you attach yourself to the wrong people and have difficulties with friends.
Therefore, you have difficulties being satisfied and content, and with your relationships,
having your parents interfering in your love life. This lack of satisfaction may lead to a
sweet tooth. You are often in conflict not knowing who to please, yourself or others?
Friendships are difficult because your values clash, therefore you do not connect with the
right people. You become too sentimental and nice then you compromise yourself.
Learn to value yourself and defend what you love.
EMOTIONAL SUMMARY
You are methodical and matter of fact about your feelings. Because you are well
prepared you find it easier to be clear about what you are feeling.
Aspects to the moon mostly difficult
Emotional difficulties - insecurity. Conflicting feelings and your difficulty expressing
these makes this a difficult aspect of your profile Angelina. You are not comfortable with
yourself and are unsure of how people will respond to you. So you keep yourself to
yourself. Therefore, you do not communicate your needs and they do not get met - a
vicious cycle. Because you feel that people do not understand you, you may resent
them and withdrawal or whine and complain. You feel that people are too busy to pay
you attention. This requires much work - use whatever positive indicators are shown
here. You need much reassurance from people - work at expressing your feelings to
people. Difficulties with women and a tendency to have a negative view of life.

